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Abstract:

Semitransparent amorphous silicon sensors are key elements for laser light 2D position reconstruction in the
CMS multipoint alignment link system. Some of the sensors have to work in very hard radiation environment.
We have irradiated with gammas, up to 10 Mrad, and neutrons, up to 1014 cm"2, two different type of sensors
and measured their change in performance.
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Resumen:

Los sensores semitransparentes de silicio amorfo son elementos clave para la reconstrucción bidimensional de la
luz láser del sistema de alineamiento multipunto link de CMS. algunos de estos sensores tienen que operar en
un entorno de radiación muy hostil. Dos tipos diferentes de sensores han sido irradiados con gammas, hasta
10 Mrad, y neutrones, hasta 10H cm"2 y se han medido los cambios en sus prestaciones.





1 Introduction

In recent papers [l]-[2] we introduced semitransparent amorphous silicon (a-
Si) sensors for their use in the 2D reconstruction of the position of the laser
light spots needed for the CMS [3] alignment system [4]. These sensors
are key elements of the multipoint link alignment subsystem that relates
the position of the muon chamber stations [4] and the central tracker [5].
The final choice on this type of sensors is still pending on final tests [6], in
particular, those related with their radiation endurance. Some of the sensors
will be located at \r¡\ ~ 3; in those space regions the irradiation will be
as high as 1 Mrad/year, neutron fluences up to 1014 per cm2 and year and
charged hadron fluences (mainly pions) about 1013 per cm2 and year. Fig. 1
gives a schematic view of the CMS detector showing the location of the 2D
transparent sensors.

We recently [7] irradiated two different sensors, one having a unique a-
Si layer (Schottky sensor) and a second one constructed with 3 a-Si layers
(p-i-n sensor), with gamma rays from 60Co sources at the NÁYADE facility
at CIEMAT (Madrid, Spain), up to a total of 10 Mrad (equivalent to about
10 years of CMS operation). The optical properties of both sensors: light
deflection and transmittance were measured as a function of the absorbed
dose. The Schottky sensor was equipped with electronics allowing to measure
the response to a uniform white light [7].

The same two sensors were moved to the MGC-20 cyclotron [8] facility of
ATOMKI (Debrecen, Hungary) and irradiated with neutrons up to a total
fluence of 1014 neutrons per cm2. The paper is organized as follows: the
description of the tested sensors and the experimental setup are given in
Section 2. Results concerning the irradiated sensors are given in Section 3.
A comparison of performance of the irradiated Schottky and two other non-
irradiated sensors of the same type is given in Section 4, while the summary
and the conclusions are found in Section 5.

2 Experimental conditions

2.1 Sensors structure

The semitransparent amorphous silicon sensors studied here were first de-
veloped at the Max Planck Institute of Munich [9] and commercialized by



EG(L"G Optoelectronics [10].

The Schottky sensor (see Fig. 2) consists of a layer of hydrogenated amor-
phous silicon of about 1 ßm thickness sandwiched between two layers of about
100 nm of ITO (indium-tin oxide) electrodes perpendicularly segmented to
draw a 2D transparent matrix of 64x64 strip electrodes. The sensor layer-
s are deposited with Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) techniques. The
indium-tin oxide is segmented using photolitographic methods. Strips pitch
is 312 //m and strips gaps are 10 /mi wide. The three layers (ITO.a-Si.ITO)
are deposited onto a 0.5 mm thick glass substrate. Laser light is partially
absorbed by the a-Si material producing photocurrents on the strips. The
signal extracted is multiplexed, converted to voltage and transferred to the
ADC of the microcontroller.

The p-i-n sensor has the same geometry, but it has three a-Si layers
instead of a single one: p-type doped, intrinsic and n-type doped. Doped
layers are 10-20 nm thick.

In both cases the strip layout allows to have two orthogonal projections of
the incoming beam. Vertical strips reproduce the projection of the beam spot
(typical section is 2-3 mm) along the X coordinate while horizontal strips do
the same along the Y coordinate.

2.2 Irradiation

The gamma irradiation [7] was done at the NÁYADE facility of CIEMAT,
Madrid. We used 60Co sources delivering a total flux of 0.3 Mrad/hour. The
total dose was 10 Mrad. which corresponds to the expected accumulated dose
after 10 years of CMS operation at the maximum luminosity (1034 cm"2 s"1).
The gamma irradiation was done in steps of 10 krad and 1, 1.5 or 2 Mrad.

The neutron irradiation was done using the fast neutron source based
on the MGC-20 cyclotron facility available at ATOMKI, Debrecen. The
neutrons were produced by p(18 MeV) + Be reaction. The mean neutron
energy of this broad spectrum source was 3.7 MeV with a typical flux of 1.6 x
109cm~2s~1. The total neutron fluence was 1014 neutrons/cm2, equivalent to
1 year of CMS operation at the maximum luminosity. The irradiation was
done in a single exposition period. The additional gamma dose was negligible
(about 500 rad). The uncertainties in the total neutron and gamma doses
are less than 12%.



2.3 Experimental setup

The experimental setup consisted of a HeNe (633 nm) laser, the sensor in
test, located at a distance of about 0.6 m from the laser, in the light path,
and a second position detector (another Schottky sensor) located 2.58 m
downstream the first sensor. The second sensor reconstructs the light spot
and measures the deflection angle originated by the first one, by measuring,
in advance, the position of the laser light spot in absence of the first sensor.

In order to check the optics over the whole active surface (~ 2 x 2 cm2),
the sensor in test is placed on two motorized platforms (one vertical and one
horizontal) and data is taken over a 16 x 16 matrix of points (1 mm pitch).

The transmittance to the HeNe wavelength is calculated as the ratio be-
tween the signal read in the second sensor when the first one is in the light
path and the signal read in the same sensor in absence of the first one. This
method is very sensitive to any laser intensity unstabilities and has a typical

uncertainty.

For the response test of the Schottky sensor, a white light from a halogen
lamp, coupled to a diffuser was used to illuminate the whole surface.

The monitoring of the halogen lamp wras done writh a photocell whose
induced photocurrent intensity was previously calibrated. Fig. 3 shows the
irradiance of the lamp as a function of the measured current intensity in the
photocell. Data points in Fig. 3 include measurement errors. The solid line
represents a fit of the data points to the function

£(mW/cm2) = (6.02 ± 0.01) x 7(mA) + (-0.03 ± 0.08)

The white light spectrum, in terms of the irradiance as a function of the
wavelengths emitted by the lamp, is shown in Fig. 4.

3 Results

3.1 Deflections

Keeping fixed the position of the laser, the sensor in test was scanned over
its whole surface using the motorized platforms. The X and Y positions



of the light spot were reconstructed on the farthest sensor. The difference
with respect to the reference position (the reconstructed light spot in the
absence of the sensor under study) was calculated and divided by the distance
between both sensors. In this way. the X (9X) and the Y (9y) components of
the deflected angle were measured for all the points taken during the active
surface scan. Fig. 5 shows schematically the deflected angle 9.

The deflection angle distributions do not have Gaussian shapes [l]-[2].
Figs. 6 and 7 show the surface averaged values of the deflection angles, for the
Schottky and the p-i-n sensors, respectively, as a function of the accumulated
dose. Angles are given in /jrad. The last point in the plots corresponds to
10 Mrad gamma irradiation plus 1014 neutrons/cm2.

The error bars represent the r.m.s. of the angular distributions. There is
no appreciable change along the irradiation.

3.2 TVansmittance

Using the HeNe laser, the measured transmittances as a function of the
absorbed dose, are given in Figs. 8 a) and b). for the Schottky and the p-
i-n sensors, respectively. The transmittance is calculated at each point of
the scanned surface and averaged, the error bars represent the r.m.s. of the
corresponding distributions. The last point on the right in Figs. 8 a) and
b) corresponds to 10 Mrad gamma irradiation plus 1014 neutrons/cm2.

Since no clear trend can be seen in Fig. 8. we conclude that, within the
large fluctuations observed, a small (if any) degradation occurs (less than
10%) at the begining of the irradiation with gammas that does not deteriorate
any further even after the complete irradiation exposure to gammas and
neutrons.

3.3 Electronics

The Schottky sensor was equipped with some nearby electronics located on
its frame, consisting on multiplexors, resistors and capacitors.

The multiplexors were DG406 (16 to 1) from SILICOXIX. All of them
died for an accumulated dose of 20 krad gammas (two irradiation steps).

However, resistors and capacitors were still alive after completion of the



irradiation (gammas plus neutrons). The resistors are surface mounting de-
vices (SMD), made of nicrom packaged into ceramics, with a resistance of
47 kQ. They act as bias resistors for the sensors. The capacitors are mul-
tilayer ceramics SMD. Their capacitance is 0.1 /iF. They act as multiplexor
bypass capacitors.

3.4 Response

The response of the Schottky sensor was measured before starting the gamma
irradiation and after a few steps, using a uniform white light (see 2.3). Those
measurements were done illuminating the sensor by the glass substrate face
and with an irradiance of 0.16 mW/cm2. Measurements after neutron irradi-
ation were done in the same experimental conditions. The time lapse between
neutron irradiation and measurements was about 1 month and therefore some
annealing processes most probably took place even at ambient temperature.

For measurements after each irradiation step we reinserted non- irradiated
multiplexors that were unwelded and removed prior to the next irradiation
dose.

Since the laboratory was not completely dark, we have proceeded to a first
measurement with the uniform light source off. Then, the lamp is switched
on, the irradiance is measured with the photocell and new data is taken. The
response from every strip is recorded and the background substracted. The
values measured were very uniform among the strips. Mean values are:

S(ADC counts) = 196.1 ± 4.1 before irradiation
S(ADC counts) = 195.9 ± 3.9 at 20 krad
S (ADC counts) = 174.6 ± 4.6 at 1 Mrad
S(ADC counts) = 176.9 ± 4.9 at 10 Mrad
S(ADC counts) = 140.4 + 8.0 at 10 Mrad and 1014 neutrons/cm2

As from 1 Mrad a degradation of about 10% in the collected signal is
detected. The 1014 cm"2 neutron irradiation adds a 209c additional decrease
in the sensor response.



4 Comparison between irradiated and non ir-
radiated Schottky sensors

For completeness we have compared the response and the trasmittance. to
uniform white light, of the irradiated sensor with the same quantities mea-
sured on two other Schottky. non- irradiated, sensors.

4.1 Response

The sensors were illuminated with the uniform white light (2.3) by both faces.
The irradiance was kept constant at 0.46 mW/cm2, close to saturation, to
increase the output current.

The comparison is shown in Fig. 9. The figure is divided into two parts:
on the left the results after illumination of the sensitive face, on the right the
meaurements done illuminating the sensor by the glass substrate face. Labels
A, G and D are arbitrary names for the three sensors. Letter D corresponds
to the irradiated one. Data points are the average values of the signals read
from the 64 vertical (v) and the 64 horizontal (h) strips. Error bars are
the r.m.s of the corresponding distributions. Data shows, in general, a good
uniformity among strips responses.

4.2 Transmittance

Using the white light source we have measured the transmittance of the
irradiated and the non irradiated Schottky sensors by installing the photocell
in front and behind the sensors. The intensity of the current in the photocell
is measured in both positions and the ratio is taken as the transmittance of
the sensors to the integrated white light spectrum in Fig. 3.

The comparison of results is given in Fig. 10. Within the errors (rep-
resenting the r.m.s. of various measurements) the transmittance values are
compatible among them.



5 Summary and conclusions

We have irradiated with gammas, up to 10 Mrad, and neutrons, up to 1014

cm"2, one Schottky and one p-i-n transparent amorphous silicon sensors,
commercially available, foreseen for multipoint alignment systems and mea-
sured their change in performance. We conclude:

No variation on the deflection angles spreads were observed. There are
indications of a small degradation (5 to 10%) in the transmittance when using
an HeNe laser light (633 nm). This variation is nevertheless compatible with
the measurement uncertainties.

The illumination of the Schottky sensor by the substrate face, using a
uniform white light, after various steps along the irradiation, shows a degra-
dation of about 10% in the response measured at the strips, after 1 Mrad
gammas. The response stays then constant even after 10 Mrad. An addi-
tional decrease of the order of 20%. is detected after an irradiation dose of
1014 neutrons/cm2.

From the comparison of the response and transmittance of the irradiated
sensor with those of two other Schottky, non irradiated, we conclude that
their responses and transmittances, to a uniform white light, are comparable
within the errors. This fact evidences that the construction of sensors is not
very uniform, but also, that the irradiation (up to the applied doses) will not
spoil the sensors performance for the foreseen application.

The used resistors and capacitors remain alive after 10 Mrad gammas and
1014 neutrons/cm2. Currently available multiplexors do not survive after 20
krad gammas.

Higher doses of neutrons (up to a total of 10lD neutrons/cm2) and charged
pion fluences (up to 1014 charged hadrons/cm2) are still necessary to complete
the irradiation tests.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Longitudinal view of the CMS detector, showing the different
alignment systems and the position of the 2D sensors.
Figure 2: Drawing of the Schottky sensor showing the layer arrangement.
The drawing is not scaled.
Figure 3: Photocell calibration (see text).
Figure 4: Halogen lamp irradiance spectrum.
Figure 5: Sketch of the deflection angle measurement.
Figure 6: For the Schottky sensor, mean values of the deflection angles as a
function of the absorbed dose (see text): a) 9X ,b) 9y.
Figure 7: For the p-i-n sensor, mean values of the deflection angles as a
function of the absorbed dose (see text): a) 9X ,b) 6y.
Figure 8: Transmittance as a function of the absorbed dose (see text): a)
Schottky sensor, b) p-i-n sensor.
Figure 9: Comparison of the responses of non-irradiated (A and G) and
irradiated (D) Schottky sensors (see text).
Figure 10: Comparison of the transmittance of non irradiated (A and G)
and irradiated (D) Schottky sensors.
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